EXPERIENCE TRUE EXPLORATION

LAMAVE has partnered with the elegant Philippine Siren to bring intrepid divers through waters unexplored.

Starting in Malapascua and terminating in the Manta Bowl of Ticao, this 10-day exploratory expedition will take divers through the bountiful yet reclusive marine ecosystems of the Ticao-Burias Pass Protected Seascape.

Relax in between dives with full board and accommodation on one of the best sailing yachts in the Philippines, run by none other than celebrated operator Master Liveaboards.

More than just an expedition, with a LAMAVE conservationist on deck you’ll be able to take part in marine conservation and also have access to exclusive information from the frontlines of our research.

Use the code DONATELAMAVE when purchasing via email or phone and 10% of your fee will go to LAMAVE’s research efforts for the conservation of marine megafauna in the Philippines.

USD 4,400
BOOK A SPOT NOW!

EMAIL
dive@masterliveaboards.com

Call (Thailand):
+66 (0) 76 367 444

Call (USA):
+1 866 258 6398

Call (UK):
+44 (0) 208 099 2230

WhatsApp:
+66 (0) 93 574 4529

CLICK HERE FOR MORE INFORMATION ON BOOKING AND COVID-19 PRECAUTIONS
A unique itinerary designed by our LAMAVE research team, you’ll be diving into unexplored ecosystems while learning about our marine megafauna conservation efforts through a series of special talks.

On this expedition, you’ll get a chance to see one of the first Open Access Acoustic Telemetry Networks in Southeast Asia, which LAMAVE and other researchers are using to study marine megafauna to better understand their movement and connectivity between different priority sites.

Your donations allow us to continue our efforts to secure a prosperous ocean for marine life and people alike.

FOR INQUIRIES, EMAIL DIVE@MASTERLIVEABOARDS.COM